TRANSITS I / TRANSITS II
update

Don Stikvoort
on behalf of TERENA
TRANSITS I course

Introductory course for CERT team members and interested colleagues (manager, PR person)

Two full but fun days
Mix of practice & learning
Share share SHARE
TRANSITS I - improvements

- Module advancements in 2011:
  - Rewrite modules
    - *Operational* near done: Miroslaw Maj
    - *Technical* next (also align with TRANSITS II)
  - Improve other modules
- *Advisories* dropped: more time for exercises
- *Roleplay* uses ENISA exercises
TRANSITS I - last course

Frankfurt am Main, January 2011
TRANSITS I - next courses

September 2011:
Dublin

2012:
Offers welcome!
TRANSITS II - what it is about

Framework to teach/train CERT members in advanced topics – aimed at more experienced team members

Current topics and contributors:
• Netflow (SWITCH, Haag/Leuenberger) : 1 day
• Forensics (SWITCH, Haag/Leuenberger) : 1.5 day
• Personal communication (Avalon, Stikvoort) : 2 hours
• CERT Exercises (ENISA exercises, with help of Przemek Jaroszewski and Mirek Maj) : 3 hours
• Discussions, trust building
TRANSITS II - next course

Spring 2012: t.b.d.

2013: Offers welcome!
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